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First Some Good News
 The industrial revolution was largely powered by fossil fuels
 Enabled improved tools, processes, methods:

 Refinements in science and other knowledge
 Especially in the 19th and 20th centuries
 Individuals, companies, and government played roles
 The result:

 A flowering of civilization
 Advancement of knowledge, technology, science, understanding
 Life in industrial societies was generally good

 The Good Part of Civilization’s Advance:
Great works of art, music, literature, sculpture, 
architecture, dance, and science



The Flowering of the American Society

33



Then Things Started to Sour
 In the 60s and 70s we discovered the environmental crisis
 And learned how bad it was
 In the 80s and 90s we tried to fix it
 A lot of environmental organizations also tried ─ I was a part 

of that effort
 There were a lot of words and plans,
 even some good laws and substantive reform
 By 2000, we realized that actions taken were not of a scale to 

either halt or reverse global warming
 But something else happened
 It became harder to make the needed changes in a timely 

manner…. 4



521 October 2016

My essay “Some Political Aspects of the 
Environmental Crisis and Global 
Warming” dated 11 December 2016
Can be found at

http://www.futureofhumanity.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016-12-11-Some-
Political-Aspects-of-the-Environmental-
Crisis.pdf

It expands on the following set of 
slides. 
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To Explain
 A little background on U.S. government
 The founding fathers included

 George Washington (presided over Constitutional Convention)
 John Adams
 Patrick Henry
 Thomas Paine
 James Madison (wrote a first draft of the Constitution)

 Paine wrote this:
“The mind once enlightened cannot again become dark”

 Encapsulates an important belief about democracy held by the founding 
fathers…
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That Belief
 Democracy can’t work if those having all the power
 (we the people)  aren’t  informed  enough  to cast enlightened votes
 The founders believed that science, and more generally enlightenment, 

are paramount in guiding the affairs of state, so placed high value in 
education

 Jefferson and Franklin read widely, performed their own science 
experiments…

 and believed in the essential values of                                                 
science, investigation toward truth, and fact-based knowledge                                                                   
to guide government policy
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With that Guidance and a 
Remarkable Constitution …

 The U.S. ultimately became a place for
 Scientific study
 Technological innovation
 Progress in many fields
 Central to that success:
 “Public policy should be based on rational reflections based on sound empirical 

evidence”
 Holding to this principle helped us achieve a great society
 Culminating in unbridled optimism and hope of the 50s and 60s
 The country was working, advancing, improving, and mostly in charge of its 

affairs
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Over the history of civilization
Many societies used science and exploration to understand 

the world
 They employed fact-based evidence to guide public policy
 They flourished, with great colleges and universities, and
A robust press with good investigative journalism
Highly developed fields of knowledge
Excellent development of art and architecture
Generally open societies
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Some, However Went Another Way
Became gripped by fundamentalism and 

authoritarianism
Pushing out science and fact-based approaches
Instead they followed:
 Dangerous ideologies
 Dogmatism
 Narrowly defined theocratic ideas
 Severe restrictions on decision-making and how people are required 

to live
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A Few Examples ─ Most Ending Badly 
 Greece in the Middle Ages ─ Scientific wisdom largely abandoned
 Cambodia under ruler Pol Pot in the 70s

 Killed people for being academics
 Killed them for wearing eyeglasses (suggesting literacy)

 Facist Europe of the late 30s and 40s
 Arab countries, where early mathematics, geometry, and scholarship were born

 In the tenth and eleventh centuries, they abandoned these enterprises when 
religious fundamentalism emerged

 Iran, whose people enjoy many of the benefits of civilization’s advance (good 
education & some fruits of modern civilization)
 Became ruled by a narrow, fundamentalist, religious political system
 Suppressing rights, craving power, and using technology cruely
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Debasing of Western Politics
 The last few decades, creeping into parts of western democracies, have 

appeared…
 Authoritarian, fundamentalist, anti-intellectual, and anti-science ideas 

and beliefs
 With consequences dangerous for the futures of the countries affected
 Some results:

 Difficulties dealing with an armed-to-the-teeth military-industrial complex
 Difficulties coping with threats to environmental stability
 Inability or unwillingness to reverse the destruction of critical planetary 

ecosystems
 Refusals to transfer wealth, investment, and expertise from destructive, 

unsustainable industries to much less destructive, sustainable ones
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Liberals and 
Conservatives Both 

Affected 

Or fall victims to the 
perversion of our 

founding principles

Examples of Each Follow
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The Left
 The political left often mimics the right’s antiscience efforts

 Argues that truth is relative
 Harbors suspicions about hidden dangers not supported by evidence
 Rejects science in conflict with certain values

(i.e. health-food and back-to-Eden beliefs)
 Leftists are correct about serious environmental and health threats from poorly 

regulated industries
 But are undermined by extending suspicions to scientifically unsupported ideas

(like vaccines cause autism or genetically modified crops are unsafe to eat)
 Using preexisting beliefs rather than scientific evidence, progressives sometimes 

abandon critical-thinking tools
 The left fears that water fluoridation can lower IQ (unsupported by science)
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The Right
 Antiscience of the right ─ largely in resource mining, petrochemical, and agro industries ─ 

pursues dangerous public-policy positions mainly to protect destructive business models
 The right is largely organized along antiscience lines:

 Fundamentalist evangelicals (rejecting the biological science on human origins, sexuality and 
reproduction) are willing foot soldiers for conservative businesses

 A host of rightist public relations campaigns over several decades spent billions to sow public 
doubt about science. The techniques are usually the same:
 Cherry-pick facts from questionable sources whose conclusions support their agenda
 Emphasize the need for healthy debate (when there really is none)
 Attack the integrity of mainstream science and scientists

 1960s tobacco companies campaigned to create public uncertainty about scientific evidence that 
smoking causes cancer

 Exxon and other companies have known for years that combustion of their products causes global 
warming, yet have resisted efforts to switch to clean, renewable enterprises
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In the United States
 The trend produced two different cultures amongst us:

1. Those attempting to adhere to the basic principles laid down 
at the beginning of our nation (which have served us well the 
last three centuries)

2. Others selectively abandoning those very principles:
 Aberrant liberal and conservative viewpoints following half-baked 

beliefs
 Truth is often what individuals want to be true, so therefore is true, 

regardless of the fact- and evidence-based information opposing the 
belief
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It’s More than Science Ignorance & Denial

There’s been a subtle shift in how some media reporters and 
politicians justify policies & plans they report on or propose

 It’s no longer necessary to cite legitimate, well-investigated, 
well-researched evidence and clear facts

But simply a matter of stating what you or your ideology or 
theocracy want you to believe

 Increasingly based on emotion and desire rather than on fact-
based evidence
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U.S. Result
 Polarization of the Congress
 So severe it inhibits action on legislation that could improve the 

functioning of the country and the lives of Americans
 Shawn Otto, author of the book War on Science writes:

“Democratic governments the world over are increasingly paralyzed, unable to 
act on many key issues that threaten the economic and environmental stability 
of their countries and the world.

“They often enact policies that seem to run against their own interests, 
quashing or directly contradicting well-known evidence.

“Ideology and rhetoric guide policy discussions, often with a brazenly willful 
denial of facts.”
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We are Faced with a Big Decision
 Horse race analogy:

 There are two horses in our race to the future
 Horse #1, “Smart Winner,” hopes to succeed, with its rider’s enlightened knowledge plus 

science and fact-based evidence, so as  reach the finish line in the quickest time
 #2 “Crazy Horse” follows the whims and painful whippings by its ignorant rider, toward 

temporary, sideline, diversions
 Which horse would you bet on?

 The Problem:
 Many journalists and other opinion leaders are subverting the principles of our founding 

fathers, increasingly by their training*, and in some cases even by editorial direction
 A segment of the U.S. populace is buying in to largely anti-science, fact-free arguments from 

Crazy Horse politicians and errant journalists

*Some journalism classes are now recommending the presentation of at least two sides of many stories, 
even if the weight of the evidence is strongly against the second side, in an attempt at “fairness & balance”
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In Spite of All Our 
Political Problems        
We Have to Make        
the big Transition         
From Fossil Fuels to 
Clean Renewable Energy
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Some Needed Changes 
Have Already Started

The immediate goal: Save us from our most pressing 
threats:
Serious and growing climate disruption

while also dealing with the main one:
The larger environmental crisis

The good news: Market forces are drawing some energy 
investors to the winning horse in the climate race: RE
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The Problem
We’re still not switching to EE and RE enough, nor accelerating 

the transition from FF fast enough
Wind and solar are just not yet at the scale they need to be in 

our race against the loading of the atmosphere with greenhouse 
gases

 I’ve shown you a few slides of wind turbines and PV arrays
There are many more. Do a search on “Utility Scale Wind and 

Solar Installations”
But the spread of RE is just not growing fast enough
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Energy and Environmental 
Reform in the U.S.

There are local, state, and federal governmental 
organizations, plus national private non-profit 
organizations working hard to reverse dangerous 
environmental trends
The most prominent of these are profiled in the next 

(Part V) in this slide show series titled “Climate Action 
Organizations Working to Reverse Climate Change”
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